Thin film solar modules may suffer from internal shunts or other defects like open interconnections. Shunts are detectable in solar modules e.g., by lock-in thermography ͑LIT͒. However, since the local potentials in a module are floating, the quantitative interpretation of LIT results is complicated. In crystalline silicon on glass ͑CSG͒ thin film silicon solar modules, not only the individual cell potentials may vary, but also the lateral potential within one cell. In this contribution, sequentially contacting surface potential mapping ͑PM͒ is proposed for imaging the local surface potential in CSG modules. The measurements were performed in the dark with an applied forward bias and under illumination of the module with an electrical load. The results are displayed in special formats like the cell bias image or the potential deviation image, which are very sensitive to any defects or inhomogeneities in the module. After introducing the experimental technique, PSpice simulations of different defects like shorts and opens in CSG modules are performed. The simulated local potentials are used to construct potential mapping images of different defects under different measurement conditions in different display modes. These simulations are then compared with experimental results obtained on fractions of CSG modules. Characteristic defects can be identified by characteristic PM image structures. We find that PM is a convenient and reliable tool to image inhomogeneities especially in CSG thin film modules. In combination with LIT imaging, this technique allows one to identify any kind of electric inhomogeneities in such modules, which are leading to a reduced performance. The application of this technique to other solar modules is discussed as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
If several solar cells are interconnected to yield a solar module, the conversion efficiency of this module is, as a rule, smaller than that of a small single cell. This is mostly due to the fact that the single cells are not completely identical in their current-voltage ͑I − V͒ characteristics. Especially local leakage currents like shunts in the cell area or in the interconnection scheme, but also local regions where the series interconnection is open ͑leading to an increased series resistance͒, may degrade the efficiency of modules. As it will be shown also in our simulations later, these faults are predominantly affecting the fill factor, which for modules is usually significantly smaller than for single cells. These problems can be minimized for conventional silicon solar modules by carefully selecting the cells used in one string to have identical I − V characteristics, and by avoiding additional shunts caused by the string interconnection. For thin film modules, often the integrated series-interconnection scheme is the main reason for additional shunts. 1 The usual way to connect thin film solar modules in series is to make this interconnection along the whole length of the stripe-shaped single cells. In conventional thin film modules, the cells are usually grown on a metal layer or on a transparent conducting oxide ͑TCO͒ layer, therefore the lateral conductivity along the length of these cell stripes is quite high. If one such cell is locally shunted, e.g., at the interconnection line, this whole cell is strongly shunted and does not contribute to the power generation of the module anymore. 1 Note that, for a given average shunt density, the probability that a cell is shunted increases with module size. So, in large modules, the probability to have even many cells completely shunted is high. In contrast, crystalline silicon on glass ͑CSG͒ modules 2, 3 are not fabricated on a metal or TCO layer.
They are using a special interdigitated contacting scheme, leading to a high conductivity from cell to cell, but to a low lateral conductivity within one cell. Here the cells are connected by thin Al interconnection stripes between neighboring cells, which are connecting the upper ͑p + ͒ layer of one cell with the lower ͑n + ͒ layer of the next cell by contact holes of different depth, which are called dimples and craters. In the neighboring interconnection stripe the sequence of dimples and craters is reversed. Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of a CSG module, Fig. 2 schematically shows the pattern of the interconnection stripes in a certain area, and Fig. 3 is an equivalent circuit of a certain region in a module. Each horizontal row of diodes in Fig. 3 is one cell, each elementary diode is the area below one interconnection stripe. The gray regions are symbolizing the interconnection stripes, whereby the thick vertical lines represent the metallic interconnections, assuming zero resistance. The horizontal rows of R p and R n describe the lateral series ͑sheet͒ resistances within the p and the n region, respectively, between neighboring elementary diodes. Each elementary diode is directly connected to the subsequent cell by one interconnection stripe only at its n or its p side, respectively. The contact of the other side is provided via the sheet resistances to the neighboring diodes in the same cell, where this side is directly interconnected to the other subsequent cell. If any of the technological steps to realize this interconnection scheme fails, this may lead to local shunts or noncontacted regions in the module.
A very successful technique to image local shunts and also series resistance problems in any kind of single solar cells, is lock-in thermography ͑LIT͒ ͑see Refs. 4-6͒. Here a pulsed bias is applied to the cell, or the cell is exposed to pulsed light irradiation, and the surface temperature is imaged by an infrared camera. The image data are processed and averaged over a certain acquisition time to yield images of the amplitude and the phase of the periodic surface temperature modulation. 4 LIT images the local power dissipation, therefore local shunts are appearing as bright spots in LIT images. Until now, LIT has been applied mostly to single solar cells and only rarely to thin film modules.
1, 4 In a single cell, at least at low currents, the bias across the cell can be considered constant equal to the applied voltage. However, in modules the cell biases are floating. In a series connection of cells, the current across each cell is the same, but the biases are established according to the individual I − V characteristics of the cells. If one cell is shunted, a considerably lower bias is established across this cell.
1,3 Thus, if a single cell is imaged by LIT, a strong shunt also leads to a strong LIT signal. In a module, on the contrary, the strongest shunts may remain even undetected in LIT, since the cell bias is zero due to the action of this shunt. Therefore, the quantitative interpretation of LIT results regarding the strength of shunts is at least complicated if not impossible, if a module is investigated instead of a single cell. The additional knowledge of the individual cell biases is essential for correctly interpreting LIT results on a module. Generally, knowing the potentials in all positions of a module under different illumination and loading conditions is very advantageous for checking the correct operation of the module and evaluating any kind of faults. This is especially important for CSG modules, because in these modules not only the potential varies from cell to cell, but it also may vary within one cell stripe, due to the low lateral conductivity within the cells. Potential mapping ͑PM͒ has already been used for single solar cells. The most popular variant of this investigation is called Corescan, 7 where the cell is illuminated and kept under short circuit condition. Under this condition the local surface potential is a measure of the local series resistance. This technique is also used without illumination using an applied bias for identifying shunts in solar cells ͑called PRAMP or Shuntscan 8 ͒. A similar mechanically probing technique has also been applied to thin film solar cells. 9 Potential mapping is also used in microscopic scale, where mostly noncontacting ͑Kelvin probe͒ atomic force microscopy techniques are used. 10 However, to the knowledge of the authors, PM has never been used for characterizing thin film solar modules.
In this contribution, first the measurement principle of PM, its practical realization, and different ways to perform the measurement and to display the results are presented. Then shunts and opens in CSG modules are simulated by the electronic circuit simulator PSpice 11 by using the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3 . The results of this simulation are used to compare the performance of shunted CSG modules with shunted modules having a conventional interconnection scheme. Moreover, simulated potentials were used to construct PM images of typical shunts and opens. PSpice simulations are then compared with experimental potential mapping and lock-in thermography results obtained on fractions of CSG modules. It will be shown that different faults may easily be recognized by the parallel application of these two techniques. The application of PM also to modules other than CSG is finally discussed.
II. EXPERIMENT
A. Measurement setup and procedure Figure 4 shows the setup of our laboratory PM system. The x − y − z movement stage of this system is a steppermotor driven "isel 1090" having a step width of 10 m and a maximum scan area of 200ϫ 200 mm 2 . Typical scanned areas are about 90ϫ 90 mm 2 , corresponding to 15 cells with 180 Al interconnection stripes on each cell. Since a CSG module is 1.4 m 2 in size, interesting regions in the modules are first identified by lock-in thermography, 4 which is capable to image such large devices. Then the most interesting fractions of the module are cut out by diamond scribing and breaking. Electrical contacts are made to the outermost cells by stripes of silver paste. Only the innermost region outside of the contact stripes is investigated by PM. These module fractions are lying on a transparent window with the glass side facing downward toward a light emitting diode array, which emits light in the infrared region at 840 nm wavelength. The light intensity is adjusted to a value where the short circuit current of the module fraction is the same as under standard sunlight ͑1000 W / m 2 ͒ illumination. Investigations have been made by applying a forward bias with an Agilent 6632B power supply in the dark and by illuminating the module fraction at its maximum power point. Other types of measurements are also possible, e.g., under reverse bias or under illumination in open circuit condition, which are considered to be less meaningful. While in the Corescan system 7,8 a contact wire slides across the surface of the sample for probing the local potential, in the PM system a 100 m diameter spring-loaded Pt-wire probe is smoothly lowered to each probing position for minimizing mechanical damage of the Al interconnection stripes at the surface. By probing each interconnection-stripe on every second cell, as shown by the "probing positions" in Fig. 2 , the potentials of all interconnection stripes in the scanned area are measured.
Note that all interconnection stripes are extending over two cells. The missing surface potential of the nonprobed cells is obtained from that of the probed cells by alternatively inserting the potentials of the upper and of the lower neighboring cell, respectively. For a module fraction having a number of X interconnection stripes per cell and a number of Y cells, a surface potential image with a dimension of XY is obtained by performing only X͑Y +1͒ / 2 measurements. Only odd numbers are allowed for Y. Thus, the surface potential image obtained in this manner is the primary result of a PM measurement of a CSG module.
B. Representation of images
Note that in this surface potential image subsequent data points in one cell are alternatively representing the potential of the n + and the p + layer, which are differing by the local cell bias. It is shown later that this leads to a characteristic stripe pattern of the surface potential image. Moreover, the dynamic range of this image is given by the maximum potential difference measured across the whole investigated region. Therefore, this primary image has only little significance for displaying weak deviations from the ideal operation of the investigated module. Therefore, from this image a number of new image representations are derived, which allow a much more detailed evaluation. These new image representations correct the display of alternating n and p potentials in one cell by deriving a separate n-potential image and a p-potential image. This is done by interpolating the nonmeasured potentials as the average of the two neighboring measured potentials in the same cell. Note that the neighboring surface potentials in each position always represent the potential of the complementary side of the diodes, which is also visible in Fig. 3 . By this interpolation procedure, the local n potential and the local p potential can be derived as two separate images. The difference of these two images is the "cell bias" image. Note that, for an ideal ͑ho-mogeneous͒ module, this cell bias image should be exactly homogeneous. Thus, this image can be scaled so sensitively that even small deviations from ideality become visible. However, if there are large-scale potential fluctuations in the module, which affect both the n and the p potential in parallel, such fluctuations cannot be seen in the cell bias image. The separate n-or p-potential images still contain the potential steps from cell to cell, which equals the local cell bias and comes from the series interconnection of the cells. The dynamic rage of these images is so high that small deviations from the ideal behavior are only hardly visible. This can be improved by subtracting in the potential image in each position the value of the potential, which is expected for an ideal module. First the average potentials of the uppermost and the lowermost cells are calculated from the local potentials V x,y ,
Here y is the vertical index of the cells in the image with y = 1 being the uppermost and y = Y being the lowermost cell and x is the index of the vertical interconnection stripes in each cell. Then from all local potentials V x,y the potential expected for an ideal module is subtracted
By this procedure, the deviation of the potential from the values expected for an ideal module are displayed, therefore we called this type of image "potential deviation" image. This procedure is performed both for the n-and the p-potential image. For an ideal module, these two potential deviation images should be zero across the whole module.
As it will be shown in the next sections, measured images of this type can be scaled so sensitively that even weak deviations of the expected potential can easily be seen. In contrast to the cell bias image, the potential deviation images also display large-area potential fluctuations, which affect both the n and the p potential of the cells in parallel. On the other hand, the cell bias image is more sensitive to see local shunts or opens. Thus, as it will be shown in the results section, for a reliable interpretation of all inhomogeneities in a CSG module, in addition to the surface potential image, both the cell bias image and the potential deviation image should be evaluated.
C. Illuminated versus dark measurements
In operation, a solar module has to be operated at its maximum power point ͑mpp͒, where the electrical power generated by the module is maximum. At mpp the solar cells are biased in forward direction, but the dominating current is the photogenerated current, which is a reverse current. Hence, the module acts as a current source. For correctly evaluating the operation of a module, potential mapping should be performed under this illuminated condition at mpp. Under this condition local shunts lead to local minima in the cell bias image, whereas at open interconnections the cell bias should be locally increased, since the nonconnected regions are approaching their open circuit voltage V oc , which is larger than V mpp . The mpp condition can be met either by applying a well-defined load resistor to the module or by actively biasing the module at V mpp . In any case, the illuminated I − V characteristic of the module has to be measured before under the same illumination condition as used for the PM measurement to establish the mpp parameters of the individual module. It is essential to illuminate the module homogeneously for ensuring that all cells deliver the same photocurrent. Thus, PM measurements under mpp condition of a module require a special effort to be meaningful.
There are easier ways to perform PM measurements than under mpp condition. For example, the module may remain electrically unconnected, except of one reference potential probe. The advantage of this operation mode is that there is no need to make extended silver paste contacts to small submodules, one spot for feeding out a reference potential is enough. Then, under illumination, the module is under open circuit condition. Also here local shunts are recognized in PM as local minima in the cell bias image, but local opens will hardly be detected. The reason is that under open circuit condition there is no net current flowing from cell to cell and all cells are at open circuit condition. There is also the possibility to perform PM measurements under illuminated short circuit of the module. This operation mode, where the sum of all cell biases is zero, should be especially sensitive to display fluctuations of the cell parameters. Cells with a high short circuit current I sc will become forward biased and cells with a low I sc will become reverse biased. If the module under investigation is electrically contacted, there is also the possibility to perform potential mapping in the dark by applying an external voltage to the module. If this voltage is applied under such a forward bias, that a forward current in the order of the short circuit current of the module is flowing, this mimics the real operation of the module without the need of a homogeneous illumination facility. This is especially advantageous if large whole-area modules have to be investigated, where providing a homogeneous illumination comparable to one sun illumination intensity is practically difficult. Of course, the pattern of current flowing in the dark will deviate from that under illumination. Nevertheless, shunts are visible also under this condition in the cell bias image as local minima. It should be noted that the current direction is reversed here, compared to the illuminated operation. In the dark, the cells are not generating photovoltage anymore. Therefore, if some regions of the module are not contacted properly, these high-resistance regions should show a reduced signal in the dark cell bias image, in contrast to the investigation under illumination at mpp. There is also the possibility to apply a reverse bias to the module in the dark. In this operation mode, mostly chains of shunts may be detected, which are leading to conducting channels across the whole module. However, if at least one cell in the module has no shunts, the whole module will have a negligible reverse current. Therefore, reverse bias potential mapping, as well as reverse bias LIT, has only limited relevance to solar modules. Regarding possible measurement modes, there is an obvious similarity between potential mapping and LIT on solar cells. Also LIT investigations may be performed under illumination at mpp, open circuit, or short circuit condition, as well as in the dark under forward or reverse bias, leading to different effects to be observed.
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III. RESULTS
A. Simulations
By modeling a certain region of a CSG module by its equivalent circuit according to Fig. 3 , the influence of single shunts and opens can be simulated using the PSpice electronic circuit simulator. 11 Here single shunts are modeled as a conductor parallel to one elementary diode ͑type A͒ and single opens are modeled by leaving out an interconnection line. Note that in this way not only shunts across a pn junction can be described. Also if two neighboring Al interconnection lines contact to each other, which according to Fig. 3 is equivalent to shunting two neighboring elementary diodes, one by R n and one by R p ͑type B͒. If two successive inter-connection stripes have contact to each other, this is another special type of shunt across two diodes ͑type C͒.
In our first simulation the tolerance of the CSG interconnection concept to single shunts in comparison to conventional interconnection schemes is demonstrated. As it was discussed already in the introduction, conventional thin film modules are characterized by a high lateral conductivity within each cell. Hence, in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3 , conventional interconnection can be approached by setting all interconnection resistors R p and R n to zero. We have performed all PSpice simulations on a submodule of 132ϫ 11 elementary diodes, corresponding to a module area of 6.6 ϫ 6.6 cm 2 ͑one elementary diode has an area of 0.5 ϫ 6 mm 2 ͒. The sheet resistances of the n + and the p + region are known to be 800 and 1600 ⍀ / sq, respectively. Regarding the elementary diode size, realistic lateral sheet resistances are R n =66 ⍀ and R p = 133 ⍀, assuming contacting at the edges. Each elementary diode is modeled by the two diode model having saturation currents of 5.5ϫ 10 −12 A and 3.3ϫ 10 −8 A and ideality factors of 1 and 2, respectively, which rely on measured data. At the beginning, the influence of these sheet resistances to the efficiency has been simulated. PSpice simulations of this array with a constant current source of 660 A in parallel to every elementary diode ͑cor-responding to a realistic short circuit current density of 22 mA/ cm 2 ͒ have been performed under different load conditions of the whole module for above values of R n and R p and for the case R n = R p =0 ͑conventional module͒. From the obtained I − V characteristics, the maximum generated power ͑P max ͒, the values for the open circuit voltage ͑V oc ͒, the fill factor ͑FF͒, and the short circuit current ͑I sc ͒ are obtained. The results are shown in the first two rows of Table I . We see that I sc and V oc are the same in both cases, but FF is degraded in the CSG module by 7.4%, compared to a conventional module, which is a direct consequence of the series resistances R n and R p . Hence, if there were no shunts in the module, a conventional interconnection scheme would perform better than the CSG interconnection scheme. However, according to all previous experiences, it is very unlikely to have a large-area thin film module without any shunts.
Next, the influence of a variable number of single shunts across elementary diodes ͑type A in Fig. 3͒ is investigated by performing the same simulation with several single elementary diodes short circuited. We have introduced between one and ten shunts into the submodule, whereby the x − y positions of these shunts were selected statistically. For excluding the influence of extreme constellations ͑e.g., all shunts in one line͒, for every number of shunts, four statistically chosen configurations were simulated. The results are shown in Fig. 5 and the averaged I − V data for the case of ten shunts in this module are given in the last two rows of Table I . We see that, in a CSG module, the degradation by single shunts is very moderate, whereas for conventional modules it is considerable. Table I shows that for an idealized conventional modules ͑R n = R p =0͒ the degradation is due to a degradation of V oc , since some cells are completely shorted. For realistic values of R p and R n in the CSG submodule, the degradation is nearly a factor of 10 lower and is mostly a degradation of FF. Of course, R n = R p = 0 are idealized conditions; any real conventional thin film module also has finite series resistances. Nevertheless, this simulation clearly shows the advantages of the interdigitated CSG interconnection concept.
Finally, we have simulated dark and illuminated PM images of different defects in our model submodule of 6.6 ϫ 6.6 cm 2 size. Here the PSpice-simulated potentials of the thick vertical diode interconnection lines are used to construct the surface potential image, which is experimentally accessible. The module is shown with the p terminal is at the top and the n terminal at the bottom. High brightness corresponds to high potential. In Fig. 6 , simulated surface potential images and derived n-and the p-potential deviation and the cell bias images are shown for an array containing different defects. In the upper left of the image field there is a single point shunt across one elementary diode ͑type A in Fig. 3͒ , in the upper right there is a horizontal connection between two neighboring interconnection lines ͑type B͒, in the lower left there is a vertical connection between successive interconnection lines ͑shunt across two diodes, type C͒, and in the lower right there is a vertical line of three successive open interconnections covering six cells ͑D, not shown in Fig. 3͒ . These simulations have been performed for the submodule in the dark with a forward bias of 5.3 V applied, so that a current of 87.1 mA is flowing, corresponding to I sc , and for the illuminated submodule under mpp condition ͑3.8 V͒. We see that both surface potential images are dominated by the vertical potential gradient from cell to cell and by the line structure resulting from the subsequent n and p potential displayed in each cell. From the defects, only the shunt across two diodes is weakly visible in the surface potential images. In the other image representations generated from these images, all defects can easily be seen. Interestingly, the shunt between neighboring interconnection lines in one cell shows a clearly stronger potential signal than the shunt across one single diode. This is because from the single shunted diode only one ͑p or n͒ potential is directly measured, but the other potential is interpolated from the neighboring diodes, which are not shunted. As expected, the potential deviation images ͑all scaled between −0.4 and +0.3 V͒ show a clearly different information than the cell bias images. In the cell bias images ͑the dark one scaled between 0 and 0.8 V and the illuminated one scaled between 0 and 0.5 V͒, a shunt shows up as a local minimum exactly in shunt position, whereas in the potential deviation images a shunt appears as a kind of dipole, with a reduced potential above the shunt ͑toward the p terminal͒ and an increased potential below the shunt. The p-potential deviation image corresponds to the n-potential deviation image, except that it is vertically shifted by one cell position. This is because, due to the series interconnection, the p side of each diode is connected to the n side of the diode in the cell above. Therefore, it is sufficient to display only one of both potential deviation images for the measured images. The lateral extensions of the potential disturbation due to the shunts are clearly better visible in the potential deviation images than in the cell bias images. This is because, in a certain distance to a shunt, both the n and the p potential are affected in parallel, as the potential deviation images show. As expected, the shunt across two cells ͑type C in Fig. 3͒ leads to the strongest potential disturbaces . The different horizontal extension of the defect signals between the dark and the illuminated measurement, both in the potential deviation and in the cell bias images, are due to the higher mean cell bias in the dark measurement ͑0.48 V vs 0.34 V͒. Due to this difference, the differential resistance of the diodes is lower in the dark measurement, compared to the lateral sheet resistances, leading to a more effective lateral screening of the potentials in this measurement. Generally, however, the investigation in the dark leads to very similar results than that under illumination, except for the noncontacted region ͑open interconnection͒. In the cell bias image, they appear dark ͑reduced bias͒ in the dark measurement, and bright ͑increased bias͒ in the illuminated measurement. The reason for this had been discussed already in the experimental section. So the comparison between dark and illuminated potential measurements is obviously the most effective way to identify series resistance problems.
Note that the dark cell bias image should show the best correlation to dark lock-in thermography ͑DLIT͒ images, which display the local heat dissipation in the module at an applied forward bias in the dark. This heat dissipation increases with increasing local cell bias due to an increased current injection. Only resistive Joule heat sources, which may be also due to horizontal current flow, are only visible in DLIT images and cannot be predicted reliably from potential mapping results.
B. Experimental results
Figures 7 and 8 show well-defined defects imaged under different conditions. In Fig. 7 experimental results of a single shunt are shown, which may be compared with the left simulated defects in the top region of Fig. 6 ͑type A or B in Fig.  3͒ . The cell bias image has been obtained both in the dark and at V mpp under illumination. The similarity between the DLIT image and the cell bias images is clearly visible and has been predicted in the previous section. In the cell bias images, the region right of the shunt appears dark ͑lower cell bias͒ in the dark measurement and bright ͑higher cell bias͒ in the measurement under illumination at mpp. This indicates that this region may be not properly contacted. Figure 8 shows experimental results of a submodule having two shunts across two diodes ͑type C in Fig. 3͒ side by side, which was also discussed in the previous section. These results show a similar pattern as the simulated results of same type in the lower left regions in Fig. 6 . Again, the similarity between the DLIT image and the cell bias images is visible. Here the region right of the rightmost shunt behaves differently in the dark and under illumination, which is not completely understood yet. Generally, the experiments nicely confirm the predictions made by the simulations in the previous section. Figure 9 shows experimental results of a submodule containing, among other defects, a vertically extended conducting line. These measurements have been made in the dark under an applied forward bias; the measurements made under mpp condition are looking similarly. Obviously, this defect represents a chain of connections of successive interconnection lines, which is bridging several ͑4͒ cells here. This is best visible in the surface potential image, where this defect shows up as an extended line of constant surface potential ͑see arrow͒. Note that this line alternatively displays the n and the p potential of subsequent cells. Therefore, the cells under this line are subsequently biased under increasingly strong forward ͑second and fourth cell from top͒ and reverse bias ͑first and third cell from top, see cell bias image͒. Since reverse biasing does not lead to current injection, the influence of this defect on the p-potential deviation image is strongest where this stripe is contacted to the p side of the cells ͑second and fourth cell from top, see p-potential deviation image͒. Obviously, this type of defects is much more dangerous for any type of module than single defects affecting only one or two cells. For proving this hypothesis, we have performed a PSpice simulation of the submodule 6.6 ϫ 6.6 cm 2 in size, which was considered also in earlier simulations, with three shunted interconnection lines connecting the top six elementary diodes in a vertical row. Indeed, this simulation revealed a degradation of the module efficiency by 36.6% even for the CSG interconnection scheme, which shows the severity of this type of defects. Thus, it is especially important to avoid this type of shunts. Our previous investigations showed that, at least prior to this publication with CSG technology being still in the run-up period, all the described types of faults appeared regularly. Our goal is to understand these defects in detail, to find out their technological origin, and to avoid them in the further development of CSG technology.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have shown that PM is a valuable and relatively inexpensive technique to characterize the performance of thin film solar modules. Any inhomogeneities in such modules lead to clear inhomogeneities in special potential representations like the cell bias image or in the potential deviation image, the latter one being the deviation from the expected ideal module potential. This technique is especially useful to characterize CSG modules, which show a low lateral conductivity within the cells. Equivalent circuit simulations of CSG modules were performed for simulating PM images of special defects under different ͑illuminated and nonilluminated͒ measurement conditions. Characteristic potential patterns for different types of single shunts and regions of increased series resistance were obtained. Experimental results of shunted CSG submodules nicely confirmed the simulated results. It was found that single defects, which influence only one or two cells locally, have only a weak detrimental influence on the module efficiency. However, laterally extended defects, which are also visible in PM experiments, may be more harmful. PM can be used in conjunction with LIT, whereby LIT may display the exact positions of certain shunts, and PM may support the correct quantitative interpretation of LIT results.
In future, PM and LIT, together with PSpice simulations, will be used for systematically investigating different types of defects in CSG modules. Special attention will be paid to defects extending over many cells, which seem to be more dangerous than local ones. By parallel light microscopy and scanning electron microscopy investigations of the defect positions, the root causes of different defects will be explored. As yet PM investigations have been performed only on small module fractions, but in future also whole modules with an area of 1.4 m 2 will be investigated. Until now, we have compared PM results only with LIT results. It would also be interesting to compare them with lateral current imaging results, which may be obtained e.g., by the current analysis by inductive coils 12 technique. This combined local potential and current imaging would allow a complete twodimensional electronic description of the whole module. By adapting an equivalent circuit similar to Fig. 3 to the measured data, a realistic description of the whole module should be possible, which allows an estimation of the influence of individual defects on the performance of CSG modules.
Of course, PM can also be used to investigate conventional thin film modules, which are not using the interdigitated interconnection scheme of CSG. In this case, each cell has to be probed at certain probing positions and only the surface potential is accessible. Also here a surface potential deviation image and a cell bias image can be derived. However, in contrast to the procedure described here for CSG, the cell bias image is obtained as the surface potential difference at the border between two subsequent cells in the module, where the series interconnection takes place.
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